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Sector Sherds Pot Spot

2000 E
2000
2001 S

Comments
Trench 3 Spoilheap. 1x scrap REFW. Bo modern PMR flowerpot.
3 c1830-1900 1x bo 15/16C Surrey CBW?
Worn OXAW or poss OXY cpot bos? 2x worn Roman incl
4 c1175-1400? mortarium
2x joing bos REFW. 1x OXAW squared cpot rim - worn. 5x worn
8 c1830-1900 Roman
1x fairly large sherd sag base OXAW cpot. 7x Roman - mostly
worn but incl large fairly fresh mortarium rim & prob Oxford
8 c1175-1400? colour coated
44 19C
Range med-19C incl TPW
Date based on rim of brown salt-glazed stoneware drainpipe
1 19-20C
(extracted). 1x small OXAQ
Date based on frag of brown salt-glazed stoneware drainpipe.
Scrappy OXAM, 1x small OXAQ. 1x Roman. Scrap black
10 19-20C
bitumen or paint - 19/10C?
1 ROMAN
Clean-up W. Bo Roman
9 c1250-1400 Mosty OXAM jugs. 1x feeder spout from OXAM aquamanile
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Scrappy incl OXAM incl strip jug. Fresh OXAW bowl wall sherd w
int glz. 1x bo KING jug. OXAQ. OXAG? 1x Roman mortaria bo
1x mod PMR flowerpot bo. Rest c1225-1350 OXAM & OXAQ
11 19-20C
scrappy bos
27 c1250-1400 Scrappy. OXAM, OXAQ, KING? 6+ worn Roman
1x small brown-glazed Brill Cistercian-type ware, 1x small bo Brill
Tudor Green-type ware or poss early Border ware (BORDG)?.
9 c1480-1600? OXAQ, OXAW. 4x worn Roman
Scrappy OXAM (some joining) incl worn bo rouletted strip jug &
bos with green glaze int & ext. Worn OXY or OXAG pitcher rim
17 c1250-1400 with notched dec on rim
OXAM, OXAQ. But also 1x ?INTRUSIVE 19-20C brown salt45 c1250-1400 glazed stoneware drainpipe
5 c1250-1400 OXAM, OXAQ, OXAG bos
14 c1250-1400 OXAM, OXAQ, OXAG bos
Date based on scrap of brown salt-glazed stoneware drainpipe &
a scrap of red brick. Pot includes 1x v worn bo late Brill/early
PMR with int light greenish glaze (16-E17C?) & few bos OXBX
17 19-20C
15-E17C? OXAM. Few Roman
4 c1225-1400? Scrappy. OXAM jug rims
Mostly scrappy apart from 2x OXAM drippping pan. 2x Roman
27 c1250-1400 incl mortarium spout
Mostly scrappy OXAM incl strip jugs but also 1x fresh OXAM
bottle shoulder bo & 2x borderline OXAM/OXBX thick pink
sherds incl cistern spiggot jar hole with int green speckled glaze.
67 c1350-1450? Poss KING thumbed jug base with red slip dec
Small bos incl OXAM jug with int/ext green glz. 1x OXAQ. 2x
4 c1275-1350? Roman. CBM incl glazed pink Fabric 7B ridge tile edge
1 c1170-1350? Sieved Sample 7. Scrappy bo OXAQ?
5 c1250-1400 Bo KING jug. OXAQ. 1x Roman
Small bo thin-walled cup/jug with glossy dark green glaze int/ext prob Brill (OXAM) copy of Tudor Green ware? 1x fresh rim
OXAM condiment dish or skillet with thin yell glaze, poss
6 c1380-1500? scorched. OXAQ bo (fresh). 2x joining bos KING strip jug
Incl 6x worn Roman. Large fresh OXAM incl small glob jug with
allover int/ext green glaze - copying Saintonge bright green glaze
or poss Tudor Green ware? Classic slashed OXAM jug handle.
Large fresh reduced bo poss from an OXAW ?bowl. 1-2 poss
24 c1275-1400? late med OXBX??
5 c1250-1400? Bos OXAM & prob OXAW cpot
2x small bos poss OXBX late Brill? 1x Roman dog dish rim.
3 c1400-1625? Glazed CBM (extracted)
0 13-14C?
No pot. 3x scraps CBM incl glazed roof/ridge tile
5 c1225-1400? Scrappy. Small bo OXAM, OXAQ, OXY cpot rim, 2x Roman
Scrappy incl OXAM & some poss borderline OXAM/OXBX late
med with int speckled glaze (poss JOINS cistern in (2009)?.
Scrappy OXAQ. Poss Surrey or OXAW ?bowl bos with incised
39 c1350-1450? wavy line dec & splash yell glz int

2019

2 c1175-1350? Worn OXAW incl prob jug bos
8 c1170-1350 Slot'. Mostly OXAQ, 1x OXY. 2x Roman
Fresh OXAQ incl combed jug handle. OXAM incl splayed
24 c1250-1350 pedestal jug base. Few Roman

2020

Slot. OXAM incl int speckled glazed bos poss from same cistern
as in (2009) & (2017). Other prob OXAM X-joins. Worn OXAQ &
20 c1340-1450? OXY. KING or ?OXAM highly dec jug bo. All mostly scrappy

2022

5 c1170-1300? 4x scrappy OXAQ. 1x large fresh OXY cpot bo

2025

4 c1250-1400? Scrappy bos. 1x KING jug. OXAM. OXAQ. Roman
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2029
30 c1250-1400
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2052 B

Comments
Fresh incl rim & bos from OXAW cpot. OXAM incl bo strip jug
Lots OXAM incl high dec jug sherds. OXAQ. OXAG Rouen copy
sherd. OXY. 1x OXAM ?puzzle jug sherd with cut slot. 1x
141 c1250-1350 whiteware bo - poss Coventry?
1 c1225-1625 OXAM fresh flat jug base
3 13-16C
Pot all Roman residual. 2x scrap glazed med roof tile
Scrappy glazed ?OXAW or OXAG. Bo OXY. Roman incl large
5 c1175-1300? rims. Ctx also has 2x scraps glazed CBM
19 c1225-1350 Several OXAQ. OXAM, few Roman
36 c1225-1350 Several OXAQ. OXAM, few Roman
1 c1075-1300 Sieved Sample 12. OXY bo
Joining bos OXAM jug shoulder with glossy green glz allover int &
ext (bubbly patches in glaze) prob copying Saintonge, otherwise
2 c1275-1400? possTudor Green?
1 c1225-1400? Worn bo OXAM or OXAW lacking ext surface
1x fresh OXAM jug. Rest mainly OXAQ & worn OXY cpot bos &
prob OXY glazed bowl rim. 1x odd ?OXAQ/OXBF bo with large
22 c1225-1350? splash of glaze on int & over break. Few Roman
2 c1175-1400? 1x bo WT ?OXAG or OXAQ with tiny glaze speck int. 1x OXAQ
1x Roman mortarium base. OXAM incl strip jug. OXAW squared
cpot rim. 1x OXAQ. 1x reduced fine wheel-turned (WT) greyware
with red-brown core from a jar rim - everted with a dent on rim &
traces of applied vertrical strip on shoulder (poss with a cross-incircle stamp?) - possibly Saxo-Norman eg Stamford ware but
discoloured or N French greyware? (latter nor Roman - P. Booth
11 c1250-1400? pers comm)
Bos OXAW glazed jug. Bo poss Potterspury unglazed? OXY
4 c1250-1350? cpot?
Some large OXAQ cpot rims w combed dec. OXAM jugs incl bo
with cut slot from ?puzzle jug - JOINS (2032). 2x poss KING incl
strip jug. OXAG Rouen-style jug bos. Mostly a bit scrappy. Few
126 c1250-1350 Roman
1 ROMAN
Resid worn Roman fine buff
Scrappy OXAM (some joining) incl strip. OXAQ bos. Prob
13 c1250-1350? OXAW cpot
OXAM incl fresh plain jug handle (gr-glz) & small bo red strip jug.
10 c1250-1350? Fresh OXAW rod jug handle. OXAQ. 1-2 poss OXY bos
Bos, fairly scrappy. Small bo whiteware ?OXAW or ?King
thumbed jug base. OXAW cpot bos - 1 with thumbed strip.
OXAQ bos. Large jug/jar base bo in light brown shellyware - poss
13 c1175-1300? Olney Hyde (OXCG)?

2052

6 c1175-1350? Bos incl OXAW gr-glz jug. OXAW cpot bos. OXAQ

2056

2 c1225-1400? Sieved Sample 15. Scrap OXAM & Roman

2057

21 c1175-1300

Includes SF123. Fresh OXAG jug rim with Rouen-style white slip
dec. Other joining rim (with pour lip) & bos from same OXAG jug
as SF. ILLUS. OXAQ incl cpot rim. OXAW? 2x Roman

2057

6 c1170-1350? Sieved Sample 16. Fresh OXAQ, 1 poss OXAG

2059

7 c1225-1400? Sieved Sample 17. Scraps including OXAM & OXAQ

2059
2060
3000

3000

3000

Large fresh sherds mostly OXAQ & prob OXAW cpots incl
OXAW cpot rim. 1x bo prob KING jug with curved strip dec. 5x
fresh joining sherds in brownish ?OXAW with grey core &
reduced lustrous/crystalline greenish-brown glaze ext - prob a
smallish rounded jug with bands of horiz groove dec - ILLUS. 1x
unusual late ?OXY or poss ?KING fine sandy whiteware skillet or
pipkin handle attached to rim, 145mm long with tapered end just
broken off, partly tubular, stabbed circ pits along back & on either
side the scar of a reinforcing strip - now detached but orig prob
joining vessel rim, yellowish glaze along top, pinkish unglazed
29 c1250-1350? under (otherwise poss Potterspury ware?) ILLUS. 1x Roman
1x bo KING strip jug (green-glazed) poss JOINS (2047)?, 1x
3 c1250-1400 base OXAM dripping pan. 1x OXAQ
2 19C
Main West North. V late PMR. 1x PMR flowerpot base
Clean-up. Scrappy mainly 19C incl REFW pot lid, TPW, YELL,,
English stoneware (ENGS BRST), flowerpot. Few med incl worn
32 c1850-1900 bo Minety ware. 1x small bo 18C TGW ointment pot
Main Trench West. Scrappy mainly 19C. TPW, YELL, REFW
corduroy preserve jar. Moulded miniature jug in low-grade prob
central European porcelain or white glass? PEAR PNTD, CREA
DEV. 1x bo from v thick-walled L18/19C Midlands blackware
large bowl/pancheon. Few med. 1x Roman - worn rim from black28 c1850-1900 coated drinking beaker (New Forest?)
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West Extension. Scrappy - pot mainly 19C but additional 8 large
fresh frags CBM includes frags of 2-4 v modern-looking plain
white kitchen/bathroom wall tiles on brown fabric (press-moulded,
c1950+?) & large frag 19C brown stoneware drainpipe
rim/socket. Pot mainly TPW, REFW, PMR. L18/19C black-glazed
jar - Midlands/Tyneside? Few med
West Main South. Scrappy mix of 19C TPW, REFW, flowerpot
etc. ENPO. Also much residual med & post-med incl OXAM nearprofile from large sherd of dripping pan spout area. OXAM bottle
rim & bo. OXAM/OXBX large sherd from lid rim. Much 16/E17C
OXBX. Few TUDG (Tudor Green). 1x bo Raeren stoneware mug
(RAER). 1x bo Langerwehe jug (LANG). Few OXAQ incl bowl
rim. CBM incl 19C stoneware drainpipe & 1x corner frag from an
oolitic limestone-tempered Fabric 1B ridge tile (c1175-1325). 1x
worn Roman mortarium rim. 1x OXY/OXAW sub-collared cpot
rim [Also 1x 17C wine glass baluster stem - ident by Ian Scott.
Extracted)

Main Trench East. As above (West Main South). Scrappy/worn
mix TPW, REFW, YELL. 1x scrap prob Bristol glazed stoneware
(ENGS BRST). Brown ENGS ink/blacking bottle. PMR incl large
pancheon rim. 1x worn BORDG. Complete base 17C/E18C
PMBL black-glazed tyg. 2x scraps TGW incl ointment jar rim. 5x
L17/18C LONS bottle (1 vess). PMR flowerpot. Few med incl
OXAM, OXAQ. some sherds v small (all periods). CBM incl 19C
c1840-1900 brown-glazed drainpipe & buff land-drain
Main Trench East S. As above (West Main South & MTE).
Scrappy/mostly small/worn mix mainly 19C incl TPW, REFW,
YELL. Brown ENGS & poss FREC. Lots PMR incl flowerpot.
Scraps PMBL black-glazed tyg.Few med incl OXAM (incl large
worn sherd from base of dripping pan), OXBX, OXAQ. 1x jug bo
green-glazed CBW? 1x ?TUDG jug/cup handle. CBM incl 19C
brown-glazed drainpipe & buff land-drain & worn thick bo from
c1840-1900 med black/dark-brown glazed prob ridge tile
Main Trench East North. Scrappy/worn sherds as in other
(3000s) above. Mainly 18C & 19C. 1x TPW. Mainly RFW incl
preserve jar rim. CREA DEV. Mod stoneware incl base
blacking/ink bottle with Bristol-type glaze int. PMR incl flowerpot.
1x large/fresh yellow Border ware (BORDY) porringer rim - prob
17C. 1x FREC collared jug rim c 1580-1630. Few sherds worn
late Brill OXBX & PMRE but prob nothing earlier than 16C. CBM
c1840-1900 = 1x buff land drain frag
East Extension. Scrappy/worn sherds as in other (3000s) above.
Incl cylindrical mod stonware bo (seen above) with int clear & ext
ligh brown Bristol-type glaze. TPW, REFW, ENPO. PMR
flowerpots & worn large pancheon rim (see above). 5-6 x late
med Brill OXBX prob 15-16C incl ?jug/bowl bo with horiz
thumbed strip & int/ext green speckled glaze. 1-2 poss OXAM. 1x
prob OXAW cpot bo 13/14C? CBM incl brown stoneware
c1840-1900 drainpipe
Bo poss CBW (Coarse Border ware)? Worn bo odd ?OXAM form
c1350-1500? with bright green glaze - late med?

115 c1850-1900

3002

35 20C

3003
3004

43 c1840-1900
1 c1170-1350

Fairly scrappy - but some fairly large sherds too. Small scrappy
collection of TPW & REFW. PEAR incl blue feather-edged dish
rim. Lots PMR flowerpot & Brill PMR-types. Broken profile
Midlands/NE England blackware jar/chamberpot c1780-1850
plain evert/rolled rim. Scrap TGW vase rim E17C? 1x v thick
PMRE ?bottle base sherd (JOINS 3017?). Few fairly large sherds
16/E17C late Brill OXBX. Few OXAM incl bo 14/15C ?chafing
dish or Tudor Green-style flared cup with incised wavy line dec
int & green glaze int/ext (cf Jesus College etc). 1x bo highly dec
OXAM jug sherd c1275-1350 with green glaze allover int/ext &
with ext overlapping applied scale dec (like KING jugs) & a
vertical red strip (PHOTO nb good evidence for use of internal &
ext glazed jugs in OXAM as early as this). 1x worn unglazed
Minety? 1x small bo SWSG Staffs white salt-glazed
Date based on small worn piece of white plastic. Latest pot =
c1860-1900+ REFW dish rims with plain blue band at rim. Brown
teapot base. Scrappy PMR incl heavy bowl rim seen above in
(3000 etc). PMR flowerpot - prob 19C. FREC. Worn BORDB bup
base. 1x fresh bo grey salt-glazed LANG/RAER jug/jakobakanne.
Lots fresh late OXBX - prob 16C/E17C incl unglazed jug rim &
shoulder. 1x fresh green-glazed (both sides) OXBX jug
rim/shoulder w pour-lip. 2x scraps thin 18C NOTT stoneware. 1x
worn OXY/OXAW cpot rim
Scrappy mainly 19C. Incl TPW, YELL, REWF preserve jar etc.
Bo S Yorks-type internally-slipped kitchenware jar (19C). Fresh
late OXBX inc flanged dish rim & jug rim. CBM incl brown
stoneware drainpipe
Bo OXAQ
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Very scrappy - many v small sherds. TPW, bone china, YELL etc.
PMR flowerpot. Prob JOINS with (3000). Brown moulded teapot
spout Rockingham ware c1830-50? Mod stoneware bottles.
Child's white porcelain toy teacup. Few larger OXBX. 1-3 med
OXAM jug bos. BORDY. CBM incl brown stoneware drainpipe. 1x
scrap/sherd possible clay shooting pigeon in black waxy
bituminous material with curved shape and moulded ribs - or
127 c1850-1900 early electrical insulator? 1-2 OXAM
Sieved Sample 6. Scraps prob including brown glazed Brill
18 c1480-1600? Cistercian type ware & bo Tudor Green ware
1x fresh pad base Brill Cistercian-type cup, 1x bo PMR. Mainly
OXBX incl flanged bowl rim. OXAM incl strip jugs, bo OXAM
31 c1580-1650 bottle. 1x OXAW cpot rim. Few OXAQ - fairly large bos
Mostly v small/scrappy incl TPW, YELL etc but also near profile
Brill brown Cistercian-type cup c1480-1625 with flaring grooved
body & with handle - ILLUS? & frags 1-2 others. Few large
sherds OXBX incl flanged dish rim. FREC. Few scrappy med incl
OXAM & OXAQ. 1x bo poss early BORDY drinking jug? CBM incl
165 c1830-1900 2x brown stoneware drainpipe
1x REFW saucer with plain purple banded border. 1xPEAR.
Mainly 17-18C PMR & BORDB cup. 2x TGW incl L17/18C
ointment jar rim. Scrappy med incl OXAM. 1x Roman black31 c1860-1900 slipped bowl rim
1x TPW. 2x REFW. PMR bowl profile. 3x BORDB cup. Scraps
15 c1830-1900 OXAM
Few scappy 19C c10 sherds incl TPW, YELL etc. Few small
scrappy 17C incl FREC & TGW cup/jug bo with purple-speckled
glaze. 1x dish rim Staffs combed slip dish c1700-1770 (STSL).
19C PMR flowerpot. Bulk of assemblage = large but worn
med sherds incl OXAM jugs, OXAM bottle, OXAW & poss OXY
cpot rims - some v thinly potted, lots OXAQ cpots. OXAW jug
bos & splayed 13C base. 1-2 prob OXY glazed pitchers bos. 1x v
wide OXAM frying pan/skillet rim (sooted) with (tubular?) handle
scar on rim. 1x scrap OXAM Tudor Green copy cup rim L14/15C
116 c1850-1900 with bichrome glaze (yell int/green ext)
Scrappy but some large. Few TPW, YELL, PMR flowerpot. 1x
child's toy tiny ENPO chamberpot/jug profile with handle. Lots
worn PMR. Westerwald mug rim c1675-1750. Scrap brown
stoneware vess with int Bristol glaze (see above). FREC jug
67 c1840-1900 handle. 1x OXAQ. 1x Roman
9 c1830-1900 Scrappy TPW, flowerpot. 3x OXAM
Mainly 16C & E17C incl some large fresh sherds & many smaller.
Incl 2x FREC early Bellarmine jug mask/rim c1580-1620. Few
PMR - prob early. Broken profile Brill Cistercian-type cup & frags
of at least 2 others. 5 joining rim sherds from v unusual
Brill/Cistercian (or OXAP) near-stoneware ?jar lid with
sharply angled rim (like Victorian pot lids) ILLUS. Kicked-up
?jug strap handle prob in S Netherlands maiolica with speck
of blue paint c1490-1550. Mainly OXBX incl flanged bowl rim.
1x Roman mort? Thick PMRE ?bottle base - see above. 1-2
114 c1580-1650 OXAQ
Scrappy. 1x REFW plate with plain purple banded border. PEAR
TR, YELL. Mod stoneware bottle. 2x FREC. 1x OXAM. CBM =
16 c1860-1900 stoneware drainpipe
Mixed scrappy 19C & larger med/pmed. 1x REFW saucer with
purple rim banding. PMR 19C flowerpot bos. Thick flat base (di
200mm) from Brill PMR storage jar prob 17-18C glazed alllover
int & underside & encrusted with flecks and frags of white
?pipeclay poss derived from adjacent vessels in the kiln? The
wall of the latter base is also flawed horizontally along the
base/lower wall join & is partically glazed over - but also, v
unusually, the side of this roughly triangular sherd has clearly
been used as some sort of scraper or rubber - as 2
deliberate elongated facets are worn along the break maybe used as a knife-sharpener etc? Few OXBX incl slashed
jug handle. Bo late OXAM/OXBX strip jug. CBM incl scrap
stoneware drainpipe & the knife-cut crest from a Brill
19 c1860-1900 OXAM/OXBX crested ridge tile - prob a late med example?
Large worn PMR glazed pancheon rim - might even be E19C?
(poss JOINS 3000?). Mostly fairly fresh & scrappy v late Brill
OXBX c1550-1625 incl flanged rim bowl. 1x bo Brill black-glazed
24 c1680-1750? Cistercian-type 16-17C. 3x worn OXAQ. 1x bo CBW?
SF91. Complete base & body profile OXAM bottle with splashes
1 c1250-1400 of greenish-brown glaze
2x scrappy REFW & 2x 19C PMR flowerpot. PMR. FREC globe
& shaft (GS) jug rim. 2x RAER. Lots OXBX. Fresh bos
OXAM/OXBX bottle. Brill Cist cup base. OXAM & OXAQ. OXAW
(or OXY?) incl 2x cpot rims - 1 squared/triangular, other
triangular. Bo KING highly dec jug with lozenge-rouletted strip
47 c1830-1900 (seen above). Med mostly scrappy
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1x scrap PEAR. 1x PMR. 3x Brill Cist. Mostly 16/E17C OXBX &
OXAM incl drinking jug sherds/handles. 1x terminal from OXBX
pipkin/skillet handle. 1x scrap TUDG. 1x glazed Minety bo. 2x
35 c1780-1840 OXAQ. CBM incl worn bo prob from oolitic Fabric 1B ridge tile
Scrappy. 2x Brill Cistercian cup rim. OXBX. OXAQ jug handle
17 c1480-1600? with combed & stabbed dec. OXAW cpot rim
2x scrappy TPW. CREA DEV. Brill Cist cup. Scrappy OXBX &
17 c1830-1900 OXAM
Fresh OXAW (or OXY?) sagging cpot base. Scrap yellow-glazed
2 c1175-1300? OXAW jug. Label says 'In Slot'
2x TPW scraps. Mainly large fresh sherds from 1 late Brill OXBX
14 c1830-1900 jug with pouring lip - prob 16C?
3 c1225-1400? Sieved Sample 4. OXAM drip pan profile. Bo OXAQ
1x scrap ?Brill light brown Cistercian-type cup or poss a later
PMR fineware cup/jug? Rest = med c1250-1400? Mainly scrappy
32 c1480-1600? OXAW & OXAQ, few OXAM. 2x OXAW cpot rim
2 c1175-1350 East. Joining OXAQ cpot rims
West. Scrappy. 1x REFW. 1x bo RAER. Scrappy med incl OXAM
incl strip jug, OXAW, OXAG slip-dec 'spotty' jug bo (poss derived
from (3037?)), OXAQ. Scraps med CBM incl edge frag from a
Stabbed Wessex floor tile with traces of deeply inlaid white slip
21 c1830-1900 decoration c1280-1330
Scrappy. 1x 19C PMR flowerpot bo. OXBX. OXAM. OXAQ. 1x
10 c1780-1900 Roman. 1x worn KING jug rim
Mix of worn & fresh sherds - some scrappy. No OXAM present mainly cooking pots in OXAW (3 rims) & OXAQ. Also 1x
pipkin/skillet handle in OXAW & 1x unglazed thumbed jug base
in OXAW. 3x scrappy glazed OXAW jug bos prob from 3 vess
(1x white slip dec, 1x red slip dec). 10x OXAG white slipdecorated (spotty) jug bos (fairly small) incl pouring lip or tubular
spout? Predominance of cooking pots suggests cooking
c120057 1250/75?
area? 1x scrap CBM pinkish Fabric 7B rooftile
2x large fresh joining sherds from OXAW bowl with flattened
collared rim & horiz groove dec ext - ILLUS? 1x small OXAW (or
OXY?) cpot rim. 8x fresh OXAQ cpot sherds. Fresh bo CBM =
11 c1200-1300? red med pegtile with splashes clear glaze
Fairly worn OXAM. Prob from 2 vess/jugs with int and ext green
glaze. Incl 2 joining sherds from jug shoulder with incised wavy
shoulder line, & 1 worn ?handle stump from a jug or something
3 c1250-1400 unusual like a costrel handle or aquamanile??
Scrappy. Incl 1x TPW. REFW incl ceramic doorknob/furniture
fitting? 19C brown Rockingham teapot shoulder. YELL. Scraps
21 c1830-1900 OXAM. CREA DEV
Fairly fresh. Incl bo OXAM strip jug ( poss a triple-decker jug)
with alternating red & white vertical strips. Sag base OXAW/OXY
3 c1250-1400 cpot. 1x bo OXAQ
2756

